
Customer Service Project Review (CSPR) Meeting 
February 12, 2013 

Agenda 
• Opening Remarks 
• SAP WebClient Retirement 
• New CTC Offerings 
• ESD Updates 
• Refresh Activity 

January Scheduling Report 
Refresh Planning 
Mobile Refresh 

• End of Day Computer State 
• DAR Wrap Up 
• Action Item Updates 
• Open Discussion 
• Wrap Up 
• Did You Know? 

Notes below are in addition to the slides presented 
 

Opening Remarks 
Stanley Artis welcomed all who attended. 

SAP WebClient Retirement 
Liteshia Dennis introduced information. 

The first targeted IT notice went out on February 8 to all SAP users (approximately 280 people). 
Approximately 80 users were identified who had accessed the WebClient over the past 90 days.  
Those users are being contacted to assist them with any problems or issues that arise regarding 
their ability to access the system once the option to use the WebClient is no longer available.  
HITSS and ITCD members have identified some users who have desktops and offered to assist 
them in moving to laptops, in all cases to date the users have refused laptops.  All users should 
make sure that they can access the system using alternative methods to the WebClient.  If they 
have questions, they can contact the HITSS Customer Support Hotline at x0650. 

ACTION ITEM: ACES Loaner laptops will be configured to include the SAP software.   

New CTC Offerings 
Leslie Ross, CTC Manager, introduced herself.  There are two new classes the CTC is offering, 
Outlook 2011 for Mac (Basic): All About Outlook and Excel 2010 for Windows (Basic): It Starts 
with a Cell.  The first offering of the Outlook 2011 for Mac class was well attended and is getting 
good feedback.  The CTC will be offering new classes on a recurring basis.  For Outlook 2011 
for Mac, users bring their laptops with them and go through the settings during class.   The next 
offering of Outlook 2011 for Mac will be on February 26.  All courses are in SATERN.  
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ESD Updates 
Two CR’s were submitted and accepted by the EUS Service Board. Both are scheduled for 
release in July 2013.   

Questions were raised about augmentation and ordering from the APC.  The End User Services 
office is reviewing the process. There is confusion on what augmentations can be ordered on 
each platform, it is hoped that only the applicable augmentations will be displayed for the 
platform selected.  

ACTION ITEM: ITCD will follow up with EUS and see where they are in the process of fixing the 
known issues with augmentations. 

ACTION ITEM: ACES will provide update in the new “G Seat” that will allow supported 
augmentations. 

The ordering of temp seats was discussed. Individuals who are looking for a loaner seat often 
see the temp seat first and put in a request for it. This is causing delays in the user receiving 
what they actually need and causing IT POC’s to reject the order and then go to the customer to 
inform them what needs to be requested. There was a request to change the location of the 
items in ESD.  

ACTION ITEM: ITCD will research the possibility of initiating a CR to change the location of 
Temp and Loaner seats in the Order Services system so users will more easily find the Loaner 
seats. 

There is an ongoing issue with funding in ESD, often times cost center codes are missing for 
users. NSSC is manually reloading the codes for individuals as they are identified. If an ITPOC 
notices a code missing for a user, it is suggested they put in and ESD incident ticket to have the 
codes reloaded.  

ACTION ITEM: ITCD will work with IT POC’s to resolve any issues and to see if it can be 
determined why so many codes were dropped at the FY changeover. 

Discussion centered on why some folks are refusing refresh. It was revealed that they do not 
want the ‘outdated’ hardware in the warehouse and are refusing hoping they can wait long 
enough for the inventory currently in the warehouse to be depleted and receive newer models.  
It was noted that if an order is placed, the newer equipment will be received. 

ACTION ITEM: ACES to provide timeframe for the new IT07 information to be added to the 
User’s Guide. 

Refresh Activity 
January Refresh Scheduling Report: 
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This report will be presented each month at all CSPR meetings. It was suggested that for future 
meetings the report not only include the previous month’s numbers but the customer 
acceptance/satisfaction ratings of those refreshes.  

ACTION ITEM: ITCD to explore options for presenting the number of refreshes ‘accepted’ 
during the previous month to be briefed in conjunction with the scheduling report presented. 

Refresh Planning: 

Joe Lanasa, Mike Veillette and refresh team are in the process of ascertaining who is eligible for 
refresh and who has been missed.  They hope to have a list by the end of February.  Once they 
have data they will be contacting ITPOCs with questions.  If ITPOCs know of users who are 
eligible and have been missed, they or the users can contact Joe or Mike with the individuals’ 
information.   

New lightweight and ultra lightweight models of laptops were discussed.  More information will 
be coming from ACES on specifics. There are several laptops available in the warehouse for 
refresh, if individuals need an expedited refresh it is possible that one from the warehouse can 
be used. There is a limited supply of ULW and LW’s available as of today. Most individuals 
requesting expedited refresh will need to order their computer via ESD Order Services. 

ACTION ITEM: ACES will provide information on the LW and ULW computers. 

Mobile Refresh: 

Once a new date has been set it will be communicated to users.  There was discussion 
regarding whether IPads are being included in the mobile refresh. They are not.  IPads are 
considered “other mobile” devices and will be refreshed separately. 

ACTION ITEM: ACES to provide information on IPad refresh process and timeline. 

End of Day Computer State 
The recommendation for users to “shut down” computers at end of day was discussed at some 
length. The objective to shut down is to ensure the data is protected. It was noted that shutting 
down as well as hibernating and restarting all protect the data to the same level and users 
should have the option to use one of these 3 methods that best suits their needs. SMD is also 
exploring options for physical locks for the laptops. Users are experiencing long delays when 
they shut down and have to start the computer from a powered down state and are losing 
valuable time each morning.  If computers are taking more than a few minutes to boot up, an 
incident ticket should be submitted to see why the computer is slow.  

Discussion ensued about backups and how to lessen the impact to the user.  Recommendation 
that we reconsider why we are backing up an entire image versus just those files that have 
changed since last backup.  Users can change the time and recurrence of backups to best suit 
their needs.  If users are having problems with backups they should enter an ESD ticket.  
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DAR Wrap Up 
There was discussion on how to manage the conference room machines and that it was thought 
that the facilities crew was somehow managing their own systems. It was noted that facilities 
does not manage their own machines, but there should be a way to set up go to machines, 
conference room machines and other multi-user machines in a way that facilities the routine 
‘cleaning’ of data stored on each device. 

ACTION ITEM: ITCD will investigate if a GPO can be initiated for these types of machines in an 
effort to keep them free of protected data. This will potentially resemble a ‘steady state’ type set 
up. 

Action Item Updates: 

Action Item Updates-Closed 
• ACTION ITEM: All IT POC’s submit desktops requiring DAR to Dennis by COB 23 Jan.  

Closed January 23 

• ACTION ITEM: HITSS will work with the SATERN DBA to investigate and identify what 
needs to happen so Mac users can use SATERN effectively.  Closed via IT notice of 
January 17  

Action Item Updates-Reopened  
• ACTION ITEM: (Jan 13) ITCD to provide details on what state DAR should be in when a 

computer is refreshed or initially issued to a user. 
 Reopened at Feb CSPR 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ITCD ESD SME will follow up and see if the ESRS system is 
being modified to fix this issue or if there will be alternate guidance coming out to order 
augmentations. 
 Reopened at Feb CSPR 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ITCD Schedule and coordinate dedicated mobile refresh 
session. 
 Complete February 5, due to lack of progress on refresh schedule, reopened at 
Feb CSPR. 

Action Item Updates-Remaining Open 
• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ACES will provide further information to the group on the 

replacement Ultra Lightweight laptops, including the second option currently in the IT07 
process at EUS. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ACES to provide number to call in order to set up appointment 
with ACES to complete PKI encryption once mobile device is refreshed. 
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• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ACES identify what will be transferred on their mobile devices 
so users have the chance to locally back up their device before getting their new mobile 
device. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ACES to provide info on how to obtain the Lightening to 30 pin 
adapter. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ACES to provide information, including timelines, to IT POC’s 
for iPad refreshes. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Jan13) ITCD: Provide guidance on moving people to the appropriate 
organizations, including senior leadership who should be on the invoice for ITCD. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Dec12) - ITCD to provide dedicated session for CMDB cleanup 
discussions on actions required. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Dec12) - ITCD is exploring options for Skype and WebEx Training, info 
to be posted on IT POC page as details developed. ACES is responsible for training on 
these programs. 

• ACTION ITEM: (Dec12) - ITCD to determine what status refresh machines should be in 
regarding installation of DAR. Users are experiencing multiple stages of DAR installation 
when receiving a refreshed machine and IT POC community requires clarification on 
expectations. 

Open Discussion 
Announcements:  HP ACEs has received approval for two full time support people to reside at 
the Eye Street locations. 

Announcement: HITSS is now moved to 400 Virginia Ave from Crystal City. 

Reminder:  Any NASA-issued laptop being taken overseas must have preapproval from OCIO.  
It is highly suggested the only loaner pool laptops be taken overseas. 

Reminder:  Any visitor or detailee with a NASA-issued laptop from another center must have the 
machine scanned by ACEs (which requires an ESD ticket) before it can go on the NASA HQ 
private network.  Visitors or detailees may access the Guest Network without a scan. 

ACTION ITEM: HITSS will work with ITCD to send an IT Notice outlining specifics on scanning 
procedures for Detailees and visitors from other centers. 

Wrap Up 
Did You Know?   
A list of IT Notices that have been sent can be found here: 
http://itcd.hq.nasa.gov/notices/index.html 

http://itcd.hq.nasa.gov/notices/index.html�
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